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The Explorer’s Chronicle
Following on from 2015’s highly acclaimed “Everything is Turbulence’’ Justin Robertson 
presents a new collection of art, text, music and conversation. 

“In many ways I think I’m looking back to my childhood where you instinctively knew that 
the imagination could be as much of a handy guide to reality as the pavement you 
inevitably fell over on. You can conjure up all manner of possible worlds just by imagining 
what they might be like - this is one of those possible worlds. It’s about the mystery of 
science, the joy of exploration and the importance of the imagination.

Set in a parallel counter factual universe where all the desires and needs of the population 
are anticipated and fulfilled by an entity called The Central Abacus; the people are ostensibly 
happy, but essentially they are stuck in an endless feedback loop unable to move forward, 
unquestioning and un inquisitive. One amongst the happy populace stumbles upon a 
collection of dusty sketches and fragments of text. 

The weathered Chronicle he unearths describes a fantastical journey to a possible galaxy 
populated by bizarre creatures, where the expected laws of nature are turned on their head. 
This startling revelation could lead humanity to question all they have considered to be solid 
and concrete, spurring them on to cast off their lethargy and embrace the challenge of the 
universe: to seek wisdom, but never certainty.”

Time to cast off for uncharted territory dear friends



The Explorer’s Chronicle

The artworks derive from drawings and sketches on paper. Through a high quality, 
giclee printing process the images are scanned and photographed, bringing to the 
forefront the strong tones, textures and shapes in each one-off piece.

They are framed (and in most cases mounted) in plain white wooden frames as shown 
in the examples below 



1000 Years Of Sleep
49cm x 56cm framed 

£595 

Abandoned Temple
37cm x 30cm framed

£450 

Cosmic Cathedral
38cm x 37cm framed

£450 



The Elusive Bird
36cm x 31cm framed

£425 

Anatomy of A Bird
54cm x 63cm framed

£525 

Ape In The Snow
£395 SOLD



Aquatic Portal
117cm x 117cm framed

£1,650 



Arms of Morpheus
41cm x 46cm framed

£500 

At Rest
30cm x 38cm framed

£450

Beauty Contest
33cm x 47cm framed

£395



Biological Housing
72cm x 55cm framed

£575 

Bioprobe
114cm x 73cm framed 

£1,450



Captain
£550 SOLD 

Eye Cell
117cm x 97cm framed

£1,250



Fish Imp In A Tree
£450 SOLD

Former Kommissar
Kropotkin
£650 SOLD

Guardian of The Valley
36cm x 32cm framed

£500



Heart Of The Core
£450 SOLD

Heart of The 
Mountain

53cm x 43cm framed
£535

Hermit
44cm x60cm framed

£475



Holiday Tree
105cm x 128cm framed 

£1,550

Hollow Moon
31cm x 28cm framed

£375



Magnificent Rest
36cm x 44cm framed

£450
Moon Spirit 
£375 SOLD

My Mind To Yours
54cm x 54cm framed

£550



Optical Temple
49cm x 55cm framed

£600

Organs In A 
Landscape

41cm x 51cm framed
£475

Organs In A Merry 
Dance 

54cm x 54cm framed 
£575



Out Of The Egg
36cm x 44cm framed

£475

Pilot’s Helmet
33cm x 40cm framed

£495

Planet
£950 SOLD



Portrait Of An 
Imagined Botanist

44cm x 59cm framed
£525

Reproductive Process
30cm x 30cm framed 

£425

Rodent Spirit
30cm x 48cm framed

£425



Roguish Cut Throat
44cm x 60cm framed

£525

Sea Tuba Fish
37cm x 38cm framed

£500

Spectral Nuns
52cm x 56cm framed

£525



Submarine Run Aground
60cm x 56cm framed

£575

The Professor
46cm x 52cm framed

£525

Theian Ambassador
54cm x 44cm framed

£695



Unknown Passenger
46cm x 53cm framed 

£535

Watchtower
38cm x 34cm framed

£425



Wings Of Night
36cm x 45cm framed

£450

Woodland Anatomy
37cm x 37cm framed

£450


